A UNIQUE PROFILE

- Founded 50 years ago, when coal and steel were defining the Ruhr area, since then a motor for the transition of the city and the whole region
- Encompassing 16 faculties ranging from science and engineering to social sciences and cultural studies
- An interdisciplinary approach to teaching, studying and doing research
- Various scientific disciplines sharing one university spirit: communicative, innovative, unique

INTERNATIONAL

At TU Dortmund University we live a global mindset:
- 12% of all students are international, coming to TU Dortmund University from 110 different nations
- Active exchange with 55+ countries around the globe
- Each academic year:
  - 500+ TU students gain unique experiences while studying or doing an internship abroad
  - In return, 220+ students from outside Germany take the opportunity to live and learn in exchange at TU Dortmund University

Well established exchange programs work hand in hand with new innovative formats
- Diverse bilateral and multilateral research projects make relevant contributions to today’s and tomorrow’s global challenges
- Being international on campus means:
  - Encompassing a wide spectrum of international music, arts and food
  - Sharing experiences in interdisciplinary courses!
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- 60% engineering and scientific disciplines  
- 40% cultural studies and social science programs  
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- Physics  
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» DEGREE PROGRAMS  
» ENGLISH MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS  
Choose from one of four excellent English Master’s degree programs: 
- Automation and Robotics  
- Process Systems Engineering  
- Manufacturing Technology  
- SPRING “Spatial Planning for Regions in Growing Economies”  

WANT TO KNOW DETAILS?  
www.tu-dortmund.de/english_master_programs  

» RESEARCH  
“TU Dortmund University is innovative and strong in all research disciplines. Its four profile areas are constantly achieving outstanding international success beyond disciplinary boundaries:” 
- Materials, Production Technology and Logistics  
- Chemical Biology, Drug Research and Process Engineering  
- Data Analysis, Modeling and Simulation  
- Education, Schooling and Inclusion  

All research areas share the university spirit of cooperation, in which interdisciplinary communication and collaboration are not merely taught, but lived by.  

» REGIONAL  
“TU Dortmund University is a locomotive for the Ruhr Area.” 
- TU Dortmund University is a key player in transforming Dortmund into a science city and a cultural metropolis  
- Bordering one of Europe’s largest technology parks where research ideas are transformed into industrial and business formats  
- Dortmund’s research landscape is complemented by 5 affiliated research institutes and 7 associated research institutes  

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?  
www.aaa.tu-dortmund.de/doctoral_candidates  
www.research-academy-ruhr.de/welcome.html  

» UNIVERSITY (UA RUHR)  
A strong network of three universities: 
TU Dortmund University, Ruhr University Bochum, University of Duisburg-Essen. The academic hub for research, teaching, studying and networking in Germany’s vibrant Ruhr area.  

120,000 Students  
180+ Master’s Degree Programs  

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?  
www.ua.ruhr.de  
www.aaa.tu-dortmund.de  
www.research-academy-ruhr.de  

» DOCTORAL DEGREE  
Pursuing your doctoral degree at TU Dortmund University gives you the opportunity to begin your career in an excellent academic environment and to grow as an individual. As a doctoral candidate you will benefit from an interdisciplinary network and high-end research. In addition to the professional support at your faculty, you will profit from a large variety of offers by the Graduate Center of TU Dortmund University and the Research Academy Ruhr.  

17 Joint Graduate Programs  
14,000 Researchers  
14 Collaborative Research Centers  
2 Flagship Programs (RESOLV, Material Chain)  
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